A n old Spanish proverb has God saying: "Take what you want -but pay for it." In that spirit, some have already calculated that suffering and death following upon HIV infection and AlpS equals the wages of sin and sexual disorder. Others distinguish the innocent from the guilty. Their attitude towards promiscuous homosexuals and towards IV drug users is: "Too bad, but you asked for it. You have brought this on yourself." They see AIDS, and all of the terrible losses arising from the collapse of the body's defense system, as a (just?) punishment for deviant behaviour. They don't believe in the equality of persons with AIDS, because some of these persons, notably babies and blood transfusion or plasma product recipients, have acquired the syndrome through no fault of ili~~n.
'
These attitudes are not characteristic of religious believers and are demonstrated by people who hold no religious beliefs whatsoever. Nevertheless, some representatives of the religions, in their passion to exercise moral leadership, have spoken about AIDS in ways that are more likely to excite listeners to judgment than to open listeners' hearts to solidarity with their brothers and sisters who are suffering, often so intensely.
. An editorial in Nature recognized the reality that effective safeguards of public health, and effective measures to minimize the spread' of HIV infection, require a sympathetic accommodation with homosexuals and IV drug users. The editorial took this reality as a basis for a plea to "keep politics out of AIDS," presumably because such an accommodation is perilous for politicians [1] .
However, effective care of persons with AIDS demands much more than a simple "sympathetic accommodation" with persons engaged in activities many find morally degenerate. It requires the capacity to look beyond these behaviours and to grasp that an AIDS person's identity and dignity is' so.mueh greater than any behavioural preference or activity others may morally reject. My malaise is that religious moralizing and a perfervid commitment to moral interdictions can blind one to persons, and can set up a static so violent as to swamp all frequencies for sensitive presence to, and supporting communication with; AIDS patients in their suffering.
" Of the many elements in the phenomenology of suffering, I draw your attention to guilt, particularly to the experience of a gap between what I am and what I could have been. We usually think of guilt in terms of something we have done. We have harmed this particular person, broken this particular commandment. That is "every day guilt." Another dimension of guilt, "existential guilt," comes to the fore of consciousness at the end of things, when I have no time left. This guilt . \;; "existential" because it covers more than an act, a deed, a thought, a decision or a choice. It' covers one's whole existence and formulates itself in the crushing experience: "I could have been ... but I have no time left, no more chances, no more opportunities." Existential guilt covers the wholedomain of what I am versus what I could have become. How can a person hold together when existential guilt splits one's present being off from the dreams that could have been, but that never will be? Can existential guilt be forgiven? F. Dostoyevsky, in his Crime and Punishment, says of Roskolnikov and Sonia: "Love resurrected them; the heart of one contained infinite, resources of life for the other." Religious leadership, it would seem to me, consists in mobilizing infinite resources of hope for those who are suffering intensely as they die. It means gathering a' community of people who whisper the word of unconditional acceptance into the spirit of those who feel lost in the-gap of existential guilt. It means helping someone faced with the threat of .impending disintegration to raise the. enormous strength, required to say,' with the poet G.M. Hopkins, "I'll not despair, ... not untwist, slack they may be, these last strands of man in me."
Whatever can empower a person to be these wonderful things for someone who is dying, be it religion or simple humanity -that we need above all in AIDS.
